I was sorry to see the interview with the CEO of Betterment, Jon Stein, CFA ("Full Auto," March 2016) , presented without any commentary or evaluation of Stein's claims. This sort of self-promotion may pass as informative in the popular financial press, but in this magazine, it struck me as unchallenged hyperbole.
Stein says, "The right comparison is not robo-advice versus human advice; it's really robo-advice versus no advice" because "most customers ... are usually coming from a do-it-yourself kind of broker." I agree. But throughout the interview, he compares Betterment's robo-advice with-you guessed ithuman advice. And he uses a conflicted, less-than-diligent human adviser as the straw man for the easiest possible comparison.
Competent human advisers already use extensive automation to continually rebalance (including when cash arrives or leaves), to avoid wash sales, and to harvest tax losses. We have been able to choose from the same universe of investments as Betterment, equally free of conflicts of interest, for decades.
There's nothing new about using low-cost, tax-efficient, globally diversified mutual funds to provide appropriate risk factor exposure so as to target an expected net return at acceptable volatility. Model portfolios have been widely used for many years (not just by Betterment) to ensure that all similarly situated clients experience similar results and to prevent an individual adviser's biases from affecting the advice given to clients.
There's nothing new about developing a very detailed, numerical, repeatable client onboarding process that points to a specific recommendation, so that "if you go through the onboarding questions the same way twice, you'll get the same answer." It is usually not the adviser who "wakes up on the wrong side of the bed" and changes the investment policy but much more often the client. A n autom ate d onboarding process won't help clients manage their fears when they propose to selfdestruct by selling risky assets after their values decline.
I was pleased to read about Betterment's automated scanning for future dividends and scheduled transactions to help avoid creating future wash sale situations through today's trading. Although capable humans do this in their trading decisions, automating it is a valuable capability that I have not seen before.
However, Stein's answers to the questions about "robo-ethics" struck me as disingenuous. He states that the question "is not really algorithm versus human" ethics when, in fact, it is. He instead sets the question as algorithm versus conflicted human ethics by asking about the human adviser's financial incentives and then stating that Betterment is "fully aligned with [its] customers" as "a fiduciary and a registered investment adviser" because it charges only "a percentage of assets under management" and doesn't make money on transactions or specific securities. He goes so far as to "challenge the industry to [this] even higher ethical standard." I can't speak for the industry as a whole, but I have been meeting this standard personally for probably 29 of the 31 years I've been practicing. (The other two years I was an advisory representative of a large insurance company.) Human advisers like me are Betterment's strongest competitors. We actually do more than Betterment, and yes, we charge more. But during the entire interview, Stein carefully avoided mentioning us, choosing to attack only the straw man.
I applaud Betterment's incredible automation (including predictive wash sale avoidance). Automating existing best practices brings lower costs to investors, which means more investors can afford an adviser. Automation does not, however, result in better advice than capable humans provide. And it certainly does not allow the automated adviser to occupy a higher moral ground than the competent human advisers whose services it only partially automates.
In this company of peers who pride ourselves on critical analysis, I was dismayed to see a financial services provider given three pages to broadcast so many self-serving claims without a single challenge. Innovation is a huge part of our story. I think it's the most important thing about this company. We started from a place of asking: What would a customer want if we were our own customer? How would we want things to work? Since we are in a highly regulated environment, how can we build this within the constraints of those regulations? How could we apply technology and whatever it takes to give the customer what they want?
Acting as our own customer (and talking to our customers), we found that customers want advice. They want to know, "What should I do with my money? Am I on track?" If you start by asking what the customer wants, you build things in a fundamentally different way. Instead of making it transactional, we've built the entire process around advice and customer alignment. That's how you give better advice, if you start by aligning with them.
In doing this, we have built fractional shares into our trading systems. We've built advice into our trading system, so every transaction is tax optimized. We avoid wash sales with every transaction. We balance with every transaction. Things that old-fashioned, more transactional models can't do-aren't designed to do-are powered by our newer, smarter technology.
How does your technology work?
Code. We have hundreds of algorithms running all the time, on every account. We optimize everything, because we built it from the ground up, and we built it in an intelligent way. When you deposit money into your Betterment account, we look at your tax situation, we look at your balance, we look at the market changes since you last made a transaction. We look at your future and upcoming dividends, your future upcoming scheduled transactions. We use predictive analytics to help avoid wash sales, even in the future. This is intelligence that no one else has in their trading systems.
Rebalancing is happening on an ongoing basis?
You can think of every transaction as rebalancing your account. If you make a deposit of $500, we might put all of it in one security if that security is underweighted in your portfolio. If everything is exactly in balance, we'll divvy it up and we'll buy fractional pieces of 12 or 20 different securities. We'll purchase whatever we need for you, so that rebalancing is dynamic and happening with every transaction in your account.
Take us through a test drive. What happens when a new investor comes to Betterment?
Our customers often come at the recommendation of a friend or family member. First, they tell us about their goal. They choose goals, and those goals can be things like a down payment on a house, retirement, wealth building, or building a safety net. Based on those goals and the time horizon to those goals, we recommend portfolios for them. We recommend automatic deposits for them. We recommend starting balances for them. We recommend targets.
So it's a fully advised, automated process we walk you through. All of this takes five minutes or less. By the end of that five minutes, you've linked your bank account, and we've actually funded your account.
Once the account is funded, what is the next step?
Well, that's it. You've got your goals, and we'll tell you whether you're on track for those goals or not. Over time, you can log in through our web app or mobile app whenever you like. You can call us whenever you like. It's a fully serviced, managed investment account.
Which investment tools are you using?
It's all ETFs (exchange-traded funds) that we're using. We choose the funds in every asset class that are best for our customers. Because we are aligned with our customers and manufacture our own funds, we have no conflicts in that sense. We're able to choose the very best funds that are out there from all providers, and we choose the ones that are lowest cost-the lowest bid-ask spreads for us and the most liquid.
How large is your universe of funds?
We start with a very large universe of funds. A lot of them are easy to weed out because they're not very liquid, or they Betterment has more than $3 billion in assets under management now. How's it going?
Our growth has roughly doubled every six months since we launched in 2010. It took us about a year to reach $10 million on the platform, another six months to get to $20 million, and then $40 million by the end of 2011. We keep growing faster and faster.
We started 2015 with about $1 billion under management, and by December 2015, we had more than $3 billion and more than 125,000 customers. We launched RetireGuide, which has been a very popular feature, and our 401(k) product comes out in January 2016.
We have over 200 firms using Betterment Institutional today. So we're pushing on a lot of fronts, working to become the best answer to the question, "What should I do with my money?"
How does your process compare with more traditional advisers?
I think there are advantages to each and advantages to different approaches. When you sign up for an account at Betterment and tell us your goals, you will always get a reliable answer. If you go through the onboarding questions the same way twice, you'll get the same answer. If you change your answers, you'll be able to see how the advice differs, and a lot of people like that kind of repeatability and transparency.
A good adviser would be doing the same things for his or her clients (and some might take more info into account for some clients). The adviser might ask the questions in a different way. But I don't think that makes it any better or any worse. It's just different approaches.
Are automated advisers better than human advisers?
Often, Betterment's advice is compared with traditional advisers-but I'm not sure that's the right comparison to make. It's not really roboadvice versus human advice. We partner with human advisers in our Betterment Institutional business. That's where we have over 200 advisers using our platform. They give advice, they recommend goals to their clients, and they use Betterment's technology to implement that.
If you don't want to have a human adviser, you can come directly to us. You can set up those kinds of things on your own, and we'll make recommendations to you and so on. Most customers who are coming to us directly-and are not with an adviser-are not coming from an advisory relationship. They're usually coming from a do-it-yourself kind of broker.
So the right comparison is not robo-advice versus human advice; it's really robo-advice versus no advice. To those customers, we offer a whole new category of an advised experience for people who want to simply have a better answer to the question, "What should I do with my money?" Robo-advisory firm Betterment has had "an incredible run so far," according to company founder Jon Stein, CFA. Last year, in terms of assets under management, the firm took the lead among independent robo-advisers. Despite the entry of such large players as Vanguard and Charles Schwab, Stein feels Betterment is poised to capture a big share of the robo-advice market, estimated to hit US$490 billion by 2020. In this interview, he shares an inside look at the automated investment advisory business, the differences between human and robo-advisers, and the potential for coding ethics into the investment process ("automated ethics"). 
